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Abstract: Why do private banks lend preferentially to politically connected ﬁrms?
Focusing on the case of Egypt during the later years of Mubarak’s rule, we identiﬁed politically connected ﬁrms, and we documented, using the Orbis corporate
data on large ﬁrms in Egypt, that they received a disproportionate amount of the
loans going to the private sector during 2003–11. We then investigated the determinants of their borrowings, and we found evidence that connected ﬁrms were
more attractive to banks both because they made larger proﬁts, and because
they were seen to be implicitly guaranteed by the state against failure. We also
found evidence that non-connected ﬁrms had a lower demand for loans.
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1. Introduction
This paper looks at the relationship between banking and cronyism in Egypt. A key
puzzle that it tries to resolve is why private banks may lend in preferential ways to
politically connected ﬁrms. In doing so, it tries to identify the causal pathways that
link bank lending decisions to the corporate characteristics of politically connected
ﬁrms.
It is easier to understand why banks lent so much to connected ﬁrms in the
1990s, as ﬁnance was then dominated by state banks, which directly supported
the rise of crony interests. The banking sector was, however, liberalized in the
mid-2000s, a period that saw the emergence of a seemingly competitive banking
system, with several foreign banks entering the market. One would have expected
that liberalization would reduce the borrowing advantages of politically connected
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ﬁrms. It would be surprising if deregulated banks, especially those in the private
sector, could be inﬂuenced directly by politicians to lend massively to connected
ﬁrms. Some state inﬂuence can still be exerted in deregulated environments
since banking is a highly regulated industry, and thus, prone to political inﬂuence.
Moreover, public banks—which retained nearly 35 percent of the credit market—
did ﬁnance some of the large connected ﬁrms. But the magnitude of the share of
loans going to politically connected interests, which we document in this paper,
was so large that it is unlikely to be explained by these factors alone.
Our empirical analysis reveals that politically connected ﬁrms grew very fast
between 2003 and 2011, and they became, by the end of the period, the dominant
players in Egypt’s formal private sector. Much of this expansion was ﬁnanced by
external funds, largely from the banking sector, but also from the equity market.
By 2010, politically connected ﬁrms had on their books 92 percent of the loans
that were held by the private ﬁrms included in the Orbis database.
As elsewhere in the world, there are four possibilities, not mutually exclusive,
that can explain why private banks in Egypt found it proﬁtable to lend disproportionally to connected ﬁrms.1 First, proﬁt-maximizing banks, primarily concerned
with the risk-adjusted returns on their loans, may have perceived politically connected ﬁrms as the most creditworthy customers. The privileges received by politically connected ﬁrms may have translated into high proﬁts and low risk of default.
Moreover, since their market shares were rising fast, their competitors may have at
the same time been perceived as being at high risk of failure. Second, non-connected ﬁrms may have had low demand for credit, either because they did not
want to grow given the unfair competitive environment, and/or because they distrusted the legal system more than the connected ﬁrms, and as a result, they
approached the credit market with a high degree of risk-aversion. Third, connected
ﬁrms may have appeared to be intrinsically less risky, due to their privileged access
to (implicit) government guarantees that they would not fail, or that they would be
bailed out if they did. Finally, some of the private banks may have been controlled
directly by politically connected families, and in turn, these banks may have lent
primarily to connected ﬁrms.
Probing the possible drivers of lending to these politically connected ﬁrms, our
results suggest that the considerable lending to connected ﬁrms is best explained
by the coincidence of their large demand for funds and a preference by banks to
lend to them. Non-connected ﬁrms—unlike connected ones—preferred to use
retained earning to ﬁnance their operations, which suggests that they had less
growth opportunities and/or that they found debt to be risky given the prevailing
1 Faccio (2007; 2010); Faccio, Masulis, and McConnell (2006); Boubakri, Cosset, and Saﬀar
(2012).
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institutional arrangements. On the other hand, we found that the proﬁtability of
connected ﬁrms was on average slightly higher than that of non-connected
ﬁrms, but that the variability of these proﬁts was not lower. At the same time,
we show here that the market valuation of connected ﬁrms implies that they
were perceived as being less risky than non-connected ﬁrms, even though their
proﬁts were historically as variable as those of non-connected ﬁrms, which we
interpret to indicate that they were perceived by the market to be implicitly guaranteed by the state. However, the (few) banks controlled by connected interests do
not appear to have made loans at a loss compared to non-connected banks—in
eﬀect taking advantage of the deposit guarantee to transfer wealth to their connected shareholders.
This paper draws on recent work on cronyism in Egypt, which has identiﬁed a
set of politically connected ﬁrms, evaluated the value of connections using an
event study around the 2011 popular uprisings, documented several mechanisms
that provide privileges, and showed that cronyism reduced competition and
growth.2 It is organized as follows. In section one, we describe the evolution of cronyism in Egypt, and we review the changes in the ﬁnancial sector introduced by the
market reforms that started in the early 1990s. In section two, we describe our corporate data, identify a group of large ﬁrms that were politically connected in Egypt
during the 2000s, and show that these politically connected ﬁrms grew much faster
than non-connected ﬁrms, and borrowed a disproportionate share of private
sector credit to do so. In section three, we ask whether this was due to a higher
demand for funds, or due to a higher supply of funds. Section four asks whether
connected ﬁrms borrowed mainly from connected banks. Section ﬁve looks at
whether this borrowing can be attributed to a perception by the markets that
these ﬁrms had lower risk than that implied by their cash-ﬂow behavior. Section
six concludes.

1.1 Cronyism and banking in Egypt
The Middle East political economy literature contains rich analyses of how autocrats allowed corporate elites to dominate the business sector in exchange for
support for their regime. Qualitative research has documented barriers to entry
that excluded opponents and provided privileges to a small coterie of friendly
entrepreneurs.3 A peculiarity of the Middle East is the fast growth of crony capitalists after the market liberalization started in the 1980s. By the 2000s, the Ben Ali and
2 In particular, Diwan, Keefer, and Schiﬀbauer (2015), Chekir and Diwan (2015), and Acemoglu,
Hassan, and Tahoun (2014).
3 Heydeman (2014); Henry and Springborg (2010); King (2009); Owen (2004).
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Trabelsi families were monopolizing business opportunities in Tunisia, even
expropriating the business holdings of traditional wealthy elites.4 Similarly, insiders came to dominate the formal private sector in Algeria, Syria, and Yemen.5 This
politically favored organization of the private sector arose in response to economic
but not political liberalization, which gave incentives to autocratic regimes to favor
a dominance of the private sector by trusted allies, in order to deﬂect the potential
growth of opposition forces.6
In Egypt, the market based reforms initiated in 1991 led to a large expansion of
cronyism. While Sadat’s Inﬁtah (market opening) advantaged a handful of private
businessmen, Mubarak cultivated a larger group of cronies that took advantage of
the withdrawal of the state from several sectors that were formerly considered as
strategic to expand their business interests rapidly during the 1990s.7 In the early
2000s, the country’s policies shifted towards accelerated privatization and ﬁnancial
sector and trade reforms. Politically connected ﬁrms were able to capture much of
the new opportunities created by liberalization.8
Connected interests especially thrived in the “businessmen” cabinet headed
by Ahmad Nazif from 2004 to 2011, as they managed to expand massively in real
estate and construction, tourism, oil and gas, banking, and telephony, as well as in
manufacturing and services serving the local market.9 Government decisions were
key in all of these areas—tourist resorts and housing projects were built on formerly government-owned land; investments in oil and gas required government
approval; new factories in speciﬁc manufacturing sectors such as cement required
government licenses; industrial ﬁrms needed ministerial approval to beneﬁt from
energy subsidies. Diwan, Keefer, and Schiﬀbauer (2015) present evidence that in
the 2000s, connected ﬁrms in Egypt enjoyed ample advantages including protection from foreign competition, better access to energy subsidies and land, and less
exposure to the arbitrary application of business regulations, all of which boosted
their proﬁtability relative to non-connected ﬁrms. Connected businessmen were
also well-placed to inﬂuence government economic policies: They were not only
personally well connected with the political leadership, but they themselves also
occupied important posts in government, the ruling party, parliament, and various
inﬂuential boards and committees.10 Trials of leading businessmen after the

4 Rijkers, Freund, and Nucifora (2014).
5 Boubekeur (2013); Haddad (2012); Alley (2010).
6 Henry and Springborg (2010); Owen (2004); Kienle (2004).
7 Owen (2004); Henry (1996).
8 Roll (2010); Diwan et al. (2015); Chekir and Diwan (2015); Loewe (2013); World Bank (2014).
9 Roll (2010); Loewe (2013); Kienle (2004); Sfakianakis (2004).
10 Demmelhuber and Roll (2007); Roll (2010); Loewe (2013); Adly (2009).
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uprisings of 2011 have shed light on land appropriation at below-market prices; the
manipulation of government regulations to stiﬂe competition; subsidized borrowing from state banks; and privileged access to state subsidies and public procurement contracts.11
The focus of this paper is on how these connected interests ended up carrying
a disproportionate share of private credit, in an environment where the ﬁnancial
markets were seemingly liberalized. This is in sharp contrast to an earlier period,
where the ﬁnancial sector was closely guarded, and important ﬁnancial decisions
were made by the government. Pre-Nasser, private conglomerates dominated the
banking sector and supported the country’s industrialization along a German
model of bank domination—Talaat Harb’s Bank Misr played a prominent role in
this expansion.12 The nationalization of industry and banks in the early 1960s by
Nasser was followed by a reorganization of production and ﬁnance in a centralized
top-down manner, and by the establishment of four large public sector banks organized among sector lines, in addition to various smaller regional banks. After hesitant reforms in the context of Sadat’s Inﬁtah in the late 1970s, which allowed for
the establishment of several joint venture banks—public sector and foreign
interests—more important reforms had to await 1991, when facing ﬁnancial
crises and large foreign debt, Egypt undertook deep macroeconomic adjustment
and structural reforms. One of the key reforms was concerned with the liberalization of bank deposits and lending rates, which managed over time to attract large
amounts of remittances and return capital ﬂight, playing a central role in
stabilizing the balance of payments.13 State banks were recapitalized, and the
banks’ regulatory framework was tightened by strengthening reserve requirements, increasing capital adequacy, and restricting lending to single borrowers,
in an attempt to avoid the constitutions of large non-performing loans, as had
been the case in the past. The capital markets were also revived.
But public banks remained dominant throughout the 1990s, and channeled
much of their resources to either public sector entities or to politically connected
interests. The four main public sector banks continued to dominate the banking
scene, but they had low proﬁtability due to their heavy lending to state-ownedenterprises; the Inﬁtah banks had better returns on assets; and a few smaller
private banks, which were partially owned by public sector banks, had mostly
low returns and largely served connected interests.14 There was a growing sector
of Islamic ﬁnancial institutions, which beneﬁted from ﬁnancial deregulation and
11
12
13
14

Adly (2016).
Henry (1996); Cammett et al. (2015).
Diwan and Squire (1995); Henry and Springborg (2010).
Henry (1996).
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especially from the diﬀerential exchange rate system, drawing on migrant remittances from the Gulf. This system was, however, badly hurt by repeated closures of
ﬁrms connected to Islamic parties, and by eﬀorts to tighten banking regulations in
ways to reduce sources of ﬁnance for ﬁrms associated with the Islamic political
opposition.15
Until 2003, the reforms of the 1990s had only a limited impact on the way the
ﬁnancial sector worked. The reforms initiated in 2004 were more serious. The
number of banks fell from sixty-two to thrity-nine (by 2008), foreign ownership
increased and came to control ﬁfteen banks, one of the four state banks was privatized, and public banks sold their interests in the private and joint-venture
banks. By 2008, private banks controlled more than 50 percent of deposits, their
lending constituted about 65 percent of total bank lending, and bank credit to
the private sector rose to about 35 percent of GDP.16
Moreover, the quality of banks’ portfolios also improved. The share of nonperforming loans in banks’ portfolios, which by the late 1990s had reached 24
percent of banks’ assets, fell to 15 percent, due to tighter quality controls, but
also due to a large recapitalization of the system, which was partly funded by government bailouts to banks in diﬃculty. In 2004, the central bank law was changed
to allow for out-of-court settlements, and a special unit was created at the central
bank to lead the eﬀort of reducing non-performing loans. Debt-to-equity swaps
were negotiated with connected businessmen in the absence of any transparency.
The ﬁnancial press at the time was replete with suggestions that those deals beneﬁtted handsomely some high-level indebted entrepreneurs.17
Yet, in spite of the existence of a seemingly more competitive and liberalized
credit system, we show, in the next section, that most of this credit went to politically connected ﬁrms. We then investigate, in the following sections, the mechanisms that permitted this.

1.2 Do connected ﬁrms borrow more? Evidence from the Orbis
database
To examine the extent and nature of insiders’ privileges, we ﬁrst need a dataset of
politically connected ﬁrms (PCFs hereafter) under the Mubarak regime in Egypt,
and information about their borrowing and corporate performance. In Diwan et al.
(2015), we started by creating a list of thirty prominent, politically connected businessmen. We then matched the list of politically connected businessmen to ﬁrms
15 Henry and Springborg (2010).
16 World Bank (2008).
17 Roll (2010).
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listed in the Orbis database. The Orbis database includes information on the board
members, managing directors, and major shareholders of 854 large ﬁrms in Egypt
between 2003 and 2011. The names of the businessmen that we identiﬁed as connected unambiguously matched the names of board members, manager directors,
or major shareholders of 104 ﬁrms. Since many of these ﬁrms owned shares in
other ﬁrms, we used the Internet to identify the names of independent subsidiaries
(up to two tiers), which were owned partially by these 104 ﬁrms. We then matched
these with ﬁrms in the Orbis database. The process yielded a total of 385 ﬁrms that
were controlled, directly or indirectly, by a connected businessman.18
The politically connected ﬁrms that we identiﬁed are concentrated in tourism
(hotel and restaurants, tour operators, transport), real estate, construction, wholesale and retail trade, mining, ﬁnance, business services, and manufacturing
sectors. There was at least one PCF in about half of the 320 (non-arm) sectors of
activity in Egypt (at the ISIC Rev.4 4-digit level of classiﬁcation). Many large ﬁrms
were not politically connected. In particular, out of the total of 122 large ﬁrms
traded on the Egypt Stock Exchange, only twenty-two were connected.
Table 1 compares the static and dynamic performance of PCFs and other ﬁrms
in the Orbis database. The last four columns report the diﬀerences between the two
groups overall, and controlling for the sector of operation and the corresponding tstatistics. The descriptive statistics conﬁrm that on average, PCFs grew while other
ﬁrms shrank and that, as a result, their market shares grew. They also invested
more, were more capital intensive, and borrowed more. Diﬀerences between connected and non-connected ﬁrms decline after controlling for two-digit sector
dummies, indicating that PCFs were especially active in capital-intensive
sectors, but signiﬁcance levels typically persist at the sector level.19 By 2011, the
PCFs employed only 11 percent of the formal sector workers, they had 55
percent of total corporate income, and they had contracted 92 percent of the outstanding net loans held by all the ﬁrms in the Orbis database. Clearly, this is an
enormous advantage, considering their relatively modest size in the (formal)
economy.
Because several PCFs grew to become the largest corporations in the country,
the trends described above are even more apparent among the largest ﬁrms, which

18 About two-thirds of the 385 ﬁrms we identiﬁed as connected were owned or managed by businessmen who were either ministers in the government or members of the ruling National
Democratic Party after 2001. The other ﬁrms were owned by either long-term friends of Hosni
Mubarak from military times or co-founders of a large investment bank partly owned by a
Cyprus registered company owned by the Mubarak family.
19 The regression estimates imply that PCFs have on average about 2 percent higher market
shares (not signiﬁcant) and 0.14 percent points higher market share growth.
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Table 1: Performance differentials between PCFs and other ﬁrms 2003–11
PCFs

Static indicators
Ln revenues
Ln capital per worker
Market share
Ln long term debt
Ln investment
Dynamic indicators
Change Ln revenue
Change in market share

Non PVFs

Mean

SD

10.0
3.4
0.21
9.1
8.1

1.96
1.68
0.25
2.49
2.53

0.04
0.04

0.29
0.49

Mean

Differentials
SD

All

t-stat

2-digit

t-stat

8.42
2.57
0.19
7.47
6.63

1.83
1.44
0.30
2.05
2.37

1.61
0.83
0.02
1.66
1.50

6.46
2.38
0.58
3.57
3.89

1.59
0.11
0.04
1.07
1.02

6.27
0.31
1.47
2.37
2.17

0.10
0.20

0.45
1.11

0.14
0.23

2.91
2.53

0.15
0.23

3.06
2.11

Notes. Information from Orbis 2003–11. In the ﬁrst panel, the variables are averaged over the
period. Market share is computed by dividing ﬁrm’s sales by the sum of all ﬁrms’ sales in the
2-digit sector of operation; other variables are as reported in Orbis. Bolded coefﬁcients are
signiﬁcant at the 5 percent level. The last two columns report the within-industry differentials
(at the 2-digit level) between PCFs and unconnected ﬁrms.

were traded on the Egypt stock exchange (the EGX). The total assets controlled by
twenty-two traded PCFs grew from 23.5 percent of the total assets of all the traded
ﬁrms in 2002, to 43.4 percent in 2011. While by 2003, the median PCF listed on the
EGX was 10 percent larger than the median non-connected ﬁrm, it was seven times
larger by 2010. The 112 listed non-connected ﬁrms had an average debt to equity
ratio of 55 percent in 2010, while that of the twenty-two PCFs was on average much
larger, at 137 percent.20
In sum, it is apparent that PCFs managed to take massively larger loans than
unconnected ﬁrms, which, together with the other advantages they received,
allowed them to grow much faster than non-connected ﬁrms. This poses the question of how they managed to establish their borrowing advantage in the liberalized
ﬁnancial market environment of the 2000s.

1.3 Proﬁtability and the demand for and supply of funds
The debt advantage of PCFs could be due to preferential treatment on the supply of
fund side, and/or to a higher demand for funds compared to non-connected ﬁrms.
While we have no means of separating empirically demand and supply eﬀects, we
20 Chekir and Diwan (2015).
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can infer several aspects of this in our dataset. First, we ask whether banks’ supply
of funds may have advantaged PCFs because of their superior proﬁtability and/or
lower risk, compared to non-connected ﬁrms. Second, we discuss the possibility
that the demand for funds of non-connected ﬁrms was lower than that of PCFs.
Finally, we estimate a reduced form model to test the relationship between debt
and proﬁtability more formally. While we found evidence of both these processes
at play, there is also evidence that the PCFs’s debt advantage cannot be explained
by these considerations alone.
Supply side considerations
Many studies that have found that connected ﬁrms have higher debt that nonconnected ﬁrms focus on lending to public sector banks which can be directly
pressured by politicians to lend to politically connected ﬁrms, irrespective of profitability considerations.21 In the case of Egypt, where lending was largely private in
the 2000s, proﬁt-maximizing banks that cared about the risk adjusted returns of
their borrowers must have found that PCFs had systematically higher returns,
and/or lower risks, than non-PCFs, a realistic possibility on account of the privileges they received. At the same time, banks may have had little interest to lend
to non-connected ﬁrms (thus increasing the advantage of PCFs further), since
their proﬁtability, especially for those engaged in neck-to-neck competition with
PCFs, must have fallen, together with their market shares, exposing them to
greater bankruptcy risk. This is especially the case as, despite its creditor bias,
the bankruptcy process in Egypt is, by all accounts, both costly and highly
uncertain.22
But it is not a given that PCFs would have higher proﬁts and/or lower risks. Past
research has found that in other countries, PCFs do not systematically out-perform
non-connected ﬁrms.23 PCFs tend to have obligations towards their political
patrons, which reduce their proﬁts. This can include the ﬁnancing of electoral
campaigns, the undertaking of particular social projects in politically important
regions, or the employment of political clients. Moreover, connected businessmen
tend to be selected on the basis of political loyalty, rather than on their business
acumen. So, in theory, the net proﬁtability eﬀect could go either way, depending
on the speciﬁcs of the bargaining between patrons and their clients.
21 Cull and Xiu (2005); Khwaja and Mian (2005); Li et al. (2008); Claessens et al. (2008).
22 The bankruptcy process in Egypt is assessed by the World Bank’s Doing Business Report to be
extremely costly (at 22 percent of the estate), and recovery rates are found to be among the lowest
in the world (27 percent of the value of the loan). See Tohamy (2017) for a detailed assessment.
23 Facio et al. (2006) found that the PCFs’ proﬁtability was on average lower than that of nonconnected ﬁrms in their global sample of thirty-ﬁve countries.
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Table 2: Return and risk: PCFs v.s other ﬁrms

PC ﬁrms
No. of obs.
Sector FE
Year FE
R-squared

RoY

RoE

SD(ROY)

SD(RoE)

0.739*
(1.88)
1,257
Yes
Yes
0.090

3.62**
(2.61)
3,590
Yes
Yes
0.049

0.578
(0.90)
244
Yes
No
0.100

2.32
(0.85)
695
Yes
No
0.070

Notes. Orbis data pooled across years (2003–11). We report the coefﬁcient and t-statistic of the
PCF dummy variable, from an OLS regression of the performance variable, on the PCF dummy
variable, which is equal to 1 for PCFs and 0 otherwise. RoY is the return on revenue, which we
compute by dividing proﬁts by revenue. RoE is given by Orbis. SD is the standard deviation of
these measures over 2003–11. Fixed effects are at the 2-digit level. ***, *, * indicate that the
coefﬁcients are signiﬁcant at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level.

To get a sense of risk and return of PCFs and non-PCFs, we can compare the
return on assets and on equity, and the historical standard deviation of these
returns in the Orbis database. The return on revenues (RoY) measures overall profitability relative to a ﬁrm’s revenue.24 The return on equity (RoE) measures the
return to equity-holders after debt service has been paid. As a measure of riskiness,
we compare the historical variability of the RoYs and RoEs of PCFs and non-connected ﬁrms over the period of study. In doing this, we compare ﬁrms with others
in their own (2-digits) sector of activity.
We ﬁnd that in the Orbis data, PCFs had on average higher RoYs and ROEs than
non-connected ﬁrms. But the diﬀerent in RoYs is small. The diﬀerence in RoEs is
larger, which suggests that PCFs’ borrowing costs were low. Moreover, we do not
ﬁnd that, using historical returns, PCFs’ returns were less variable than those of
non-connected ﬁrms (see table 2). If anything, the standard deviation of the RoEs
of PCFs is higher over all sectors, but the diﬀerence is not statistically signiﬁcant.
These results suggest that the preference of banks to lend to PCFs may be partly
based on their superior proﬁtability. But at the same time, the overwhelming PCFs’
borrowing advantage cannot be explained solely by their small proﬁtability advantage.
Demand side considerations
Another possibility is that the demand for loans by PCFs was high, relative to the
demand of non-connected ﬁrms. For ﬁrms in sectors that include PCFs, this may
be due to the expansion of PCFs, and the contractions of non-connected ﬁrms.
24 We use this measure, rather than the similar, but more widespread measure of return on asset,
because we can compute the former for a much larger number of ﬁrms in Orbis.
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More generally, it is notable that while the overall level of lending to the private
sector (at 35 percent GDP) is comparable to other countries at Egypt’s level of development, very few ﬁrms borrow in Egypt, preferring to ﬁnance their activity from
retained earnings. The World Bank Enterprise Survey (WBES) of 2008, which
covers a balanced sample of all formal ﬁrms in Egypt, reveals that only 5 percent
of ﬁrms had a loan on their book around that time—the corresponding ﬁgure for
lower-middle income countries is ﬁve times larger. There is also evidence of a
large disconnect between ﬁrms and banks. Most ﬁrms with no loans on their
books report in the WBES that they are not credit constrained.
The low demand for loans has been attributed to extreme risk aversion by borrowers. Legal rights are diﬃcult to enforce in Egypt, increasing a ﬁrm’s bankruptcy
risk if its debt levels are high.25 Moreover, the bankruptcy system itself magniﬁes
these risks, given its exaggerated focus on debt repayment, and a lack of emphasis
on restructuring and enterprise viability.26 In such circumstances, growth opportunities tend to be ﬁnanced largely by retained earning and equity, if they are not partially forsaken. In contrast, to the extent that PCFs can use their relationships in
courts and during the bankruptcy process to their advantage, their demand for
loans would be larger. A similar situation seems to occur in China. Li et al. (2008)
document how politically connected ﬁrms trust that the legal system will not discriminate against them, which boosts their demand for credit. At the same time,
greater legal protection also boosts their creditworthiness in the eyes of lenders.27
A simple model
In order to verify the relation between proﬁtability and borrowing at the microlevel, we developed a model, which can be thought of as the ﬁnal form of a full
model specifying demand and supply considerations.28
(1)

Debtij ¼ β 1 PCFi;j þ β 2 Eij þ β 3  PCFi;j  Eij þ β 4  connectedj  Eij þ β s S þ εij

where the dependent policy variable Debtij represents the debt of ﬁrm i in sector j;
Eij is a measure of return of ﬁrm I; PCF is a dummy variable, which is equal to 1 for
25 The measure of the quality of legal rights measured by the World Bank’s Doing Business
Report is an index taking values between 0–12. The score for Egypt was 2 in 2010, compared to
an average score of 5.2 for lower-middle-income countries.
26 Tohamy (2017); World Bank (2017).
27 But in the presence of expropriation risks, private enterprises are likely to prefer external
ﬁnance to internal ﬁnance, although the incentive for growth is weaker. See Cull and Xu (2005).
28 The model focuses on proﬁtability, rather than risk, since we are unable to measure risk on a
yearly basis.
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politically connected establishments and 0 otherwise; and Connectedj measures
the number of politically connected ﬁrms in sector j. Both the PCF and
Connected variables are also interacted with Eij to check if the debt ratios of
non-connected ﬁrms, and of ﬁrms in sectors with PCFs, are related to proﬁtability
in diﬀerent ways. S is a matrix of sector ﬁxed eﬀects. We measure debt by each
ﬁrm’s long-term debt to revenue ratio, and proﬁtability by each ﬁrm’s proﬁt to
revenue ratio, both calculated from the Orbis database.
The main question is whether PCFs enjoy a debt advantage commensurate
with their higher proﬁtability, or irrespective of their proﬁt levels. Our
prior belief is that higher proﬁts should lead to lower demand for funds by nonconnected ﬁrms, given their high-level of risk aversion, as this allows them to
increase their share of self-ﬁnancing. We also expect that ﬁrms in connected
sectors receive less loans, as they should be seen as more risky by banks.
The results of the estimation of model 1 are in table 3. The ﬁrst column
conﬁrms that PCFs have higher debt to equity ratios than ﬁrms without political
connections that operated in the same two-digit sectors, with an advantage of 40
percentage points.29 Column 2 shows that more proﬁtable ﬁrms borrow less,
which conﬁrms the general preference for self-ﬁnancing.
We then separate the eﬀect of ﬁrms’ proﬁtability according to whether they are
connected or not, and operate in sectors with or without PCFs. Column 3 reveals
that PCFs behave diﬀerently, borrowing more than non-connected ﬁrms when
they are more proﬁtable at the margin. This means that either banks value proﬁtability, and/or that PCFs tend to be less risk averse than non-connected ﬁrms, possibly because of their advantage in enforcing their property rights in court. But the
PCFs debt-to-equity ratio advantage also becomes higher when we control for
proﬁtability—the extra leverage of 74 percentage points that they enjoy over
non-connected ﬁrms is independent of their proﬁtability.
Finally, column 4 reveals a sharp distinction in the borrowing behavior of nonconnected ﬁrms in connected, and unconnected sectors. In sectors that do not
include a PCF, ﬁrms do not borrow less when they are more proﬁtable, in sharp contrast to ﬁrms in sectors that include PCFs. As we have seen in table 1, in such sectors,
non-connected ﬁrms are on average losing market shares and proﬁtability, which
must lower both their demand for credit, as well as the supply of credit.
In sum, we have found that the credit advantage enjoyed by PCFs over nonconnected ﬁrms is partly related to their superior proﬁtability, and partly to the low
demand for funds by non-PCFs. However, there is a large component of their debt
advantage that cannot be explained by these variables. We are thus pushed to look
29 In the smaller set of ﬁrms traded on the EGX, the within sector debt to equity diﬀerential is
even larger, at 108 percentage points (Chekir and Diwan (2015)).
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Table 3: Borrowing and proﬁtability
Ln (Long Term Debt to Revenue)

PCF (0/1)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

.403*
(1.89)

.504**
(2.31)
.096**
(6.03)

.738**
(3.53)
.115**
(7.25)
.071**
(5.72)

.562**
(2.69)
.020
(0.68)

ln(proﬁts/rev)
PCF*ln(proﬁts/rev)
PC sector * ln(proﬁts/rev)
No. of observations
Sector FE
Year FE
R-squared

589
Yes
Yes
0.394

589
Yes
Yes
0.437

589
Yes
Yes
0.441

.082**
(2.46)
589
Yes
Yes
0.441

Notes. Proﬁts, long-term debt, and revenue, as reported in Orbis’s establishment database, with
data pooled over 2003–11. We report the coefﬁcient and t-statistic on an OLS regression. PCF is a
dummy variable, which is equal to 1 for politically connected establishments and 0 otherwise.
***, **, * indicate that the coefﬁcients are signiﬁcant at the 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent
level. Sector ﬁxed effects are at the two-digit level.

for reasons other than proﬁtability to explain why the supply of funds to PCFs was
so much larger than to non-connected ﬁrms. Before exploring the possibility of
implicit bailout guarantees as a key determinant of lending decisions, we investigate in the next section if their debt advantage could be due to the PCFs’ direct
inﬂuence on banks.

1.4 The role of politically connected banks
Did the PCFs have a direct inﬂuence on some banks? It is quite likely that the three
large public sector banks continued to be a channel for state inﬂuence on business,
even during this period.30 There are indeed several known cases where large PCFs
emerged due to ﬁnancing by public banks. A prominent case is that of Ahmed Ezz,
who built a steel empire that monopolized the Egyptian market, largely based on
loans from public sector banks.31
30 Roll (2010).
31 Werker et al. (2012); El-Naggar (2009).
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But lending by public banks cannot explain the whole story, given the PCFs’
massive advantage in access to credit. A related question is whether some PCFs
controlled directly some private banks. In our Orbis data, we could only ﬁnd
four such cases, out of the thirty-six private banks with information in the database.
The main case is that of “Credit Agricole Egypt,” which belonged in parts to two
large and well-connected families, Mansoor and Maghrebi, and which served
their corporate interest well by allowing them to develop a mortgage market to
ﬁnance their companies sprawling real estate businesses.32
We can check in our Orbis database whether the ﬁnancial institutions with
some participation by connected interests are diﬀerent from other ﬁnancial institutions with no such interests. Our hypothesis is that politically connected banks
take advantage of their implicit deposit guarantee to transfer value from the state to
their owners, by providing underpriced loans to the connected ﬁrms associated
with their owners. We do this again using regression analysis to summarize
what the data says, by regressing various characteristics of banks on a connected
bank dummy, and various banks’ characteristics. The results, reported in table 4,
suggest that these politically connected ﬁnancial institutions tended to be smaller.
However, they did not have a lower rate of return than non-connected ﬁnancial
institutions, unlike the situation described by Henry (1996) in the 1980s and
1990s, when connected banks took advantage of deposit insurance to lend
cheaply to their corporate friends. In the main, this suggests that control over
banks was not the principal strategy followed by PCFs to control access to bank
ﬁnance.
One explanation for the lack of interest of PCFs in controlling banks is that they
had ample access to credit, and that their pyramidal structure allowed them to
actively optimize the internal/external debt mix across their subsidiaries. Most
of the PCFs in Egypt are part of conglomerates in the form of pyramidal structures.33 Generous tax incentives were oﬀered to encourage equity ﬁnancing in
the 2000s, boosting the use of initial public oﬀerings.34 Most PCFs raised funds
through the EGX.35 Pyramidal corporate structures are well suited for the purposes
32 Roll (2010).
33 One example is the Mansour Group, whose subsidiaries operate in various sectors ranging
from automotive and food products to banking, retail trade, and professional services. The
owner of the group was the transport minister between 2005 and 2010. Another example is the
Talaat Moustafa Holding Group, mostly operating in the tourism and real estate sectors. One of
the sons of the owner served as a head of the Parliament’s housing committee after 2005.
34 The partial sale of ﬁrms on the EGX was facilitated by changes in the tax regime, as gains from
selling shares of listed companies became exempted from capital gains taxes (World Bank (2008)).
35 Much of this expansion happened under the leadership of a well-connected investment bank,
EFG Hermes, which was owned in part by several of the best-connected families (Roll (2010)).
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Table 4: Proﬁtability of ﬁnancial institutions and political connections

Politically connected bank
Number of observations
Number of PC banks
Year FE
R-squared

Ln(rev)

ln(assets)

RoE

.554**
(2.72)
398
53
Yes
0.091

1.38**
(9.00)
380
53
Yes
0.091

4.87
(0.75)
373
52
Yes
0.023

Notes. Orbis data, pooled across years (2003–11) and restricted to ﬁnancial sector ﬁrms. We
report the coefﬁcient and t-statistic on the politically-connected dummy variable from an OLS
regression of the performance variable on the dummy variable, which is equal to 1 for politically
connected banks and 0 otherwise. We also control for size and age. *, **, *** indicate that the
coefﬁcients are signiﬁcant at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level. We do not observe
proﬁts for banks in Orbis, and thus, we cannot generate the RoY series. The RoE ratio is from the
Orbis database.

of connected families. They allow connected individuals to control lower tiers of
subsidiaries with low levels of ownership, thus maximizing the impact of their
political connections over cash ﬂows.36 Importantly for our purposes, such corporate structures are able to borrow more funds from banks. After the 2004 banking
reform, lending to any single borrower was restricted to no more than 5 percent of
bank equity, in order to limit the exposure of banks’ balance sheets to individual
ﬁrms. The pyramid structures must have helped in circumventing this
restriction.37

1.5 Implicit bail-out guarantees
If PCFs were not more proﬁtable, or less risky than non-connected ﬁrms, based on
objective historical cash ﬂow measures, perhaps they were perceived to be less
risky? The preferential access to policy-makers can reduce riskiness in a host of
ways, from securing stable or rising market shares in an uncertain environment,
36 Morck and Yeung (2004).
37 Moreover, the literature on pyramidal structures shows how, when placing external (bank)
debt at the subsidiary level, groups can reduce bankruptcy costs though two channels. First, the
limited liability of the subsidiary decreases the risk of propagation of ﬁnancial problems throughout the group (Bianco and Nicodano (2006)). Moreover, concentrating bank debt in the subsidiary
with important collateral assets results in cost saving by reducing moral hazard problems
(Dewaelheyns and Van Hulle (2010)).
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to inﬂuencing policy in beneﬁcial ways, to a bailout when the ﬁrm’s attempt at
expansion fails. There are many examples of such support received by connected
interests in Egypt, which are well documented in the literature. This includes direct
ﬁnancial bailouts of private ﬁrms, as happened during the two waves of banking
reforms in the early 1990s and the early 2000s.38 This also includes policy
changes that advantaged PCFs when their ﬁnancial situation weakened—a good
example, among many others, is the changes introduced in trade policy and in
the anti-monopoly laws, to advantage the Ezz Steel empire when its ﬁnancial
returns declined.39
A few studies have looked at bailout guarantees as a central mechanism of
privilege by documenting how connected ﬁrms exhibit higher default rates and
receive more frequent bailouts.40 In particular, Facio, Masulis, and McConnell
(2006) study the performance of 450 politically connected ﬁrms in thirty-ﬁve countries over the period 1997 through 2002, along with a set of matching ﬁrms.
Connected ﬁrms are shown to make greater use of debt ﬁnancing than do their
non-connected peers.41 The authors show that, after controlling for other
factors, politically connected ﬁrms were also more often bailed out than their
non-connected peers.
The question here is whether we can infer that banks in Egypt—or at least the
ﬁnancial markets—perceived that the PCFs were implicitly guaranteed by the
state. In particular, one can look at the stock market valuation of a ﬁrm’s “price
to earnings ratios” to check if PCFs were priced at a premium in ways that
suggest that the market perceived them to be less risky than non-connected
ﬁrms. The price to earnings ratio (PER) is deﬁned as the market value of the
ﬁrm (which we evaluate at the average quarterly price) divided by total yearly earnings. A high PER indicates that the market perceives a ﬁrm to be either less risky, or
to possess superior growth opportunities in the future. In order to verify whether
PCFs systematically had higher PERs than non-connected ﬁrms, we run a descriptive regression of PERs over various ﬁrms’ characteristics. Table 5 below show that
the PCFs traded at a considerable PER premium of 7.7 points during the period
2007–10, controlling for sector and for ﬁrm’s size.
In a recent paper, Chekir and Diwan (2015) construct an event study around
the 2011 uprising event. During the event window, the stock market was closed,

38 Roll (2010).
39 As a head of the Policy Committee in parliament, Ahmad Ezz oversaw himself this change in
legislation (Osman (2013)).
40 Faccio et al. (2006); Khawaja and Mian (2005).
41 Facio et al. (2006) ﬁnd that the debt advantage of PCFs is on average small—with leverage at
28.1 percent on average for PCFs vs. 24.2 percent for non-connected ﬁrms.
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Table 5: Price earning ratios and political connections
Price to Earning Ratio (PER)
PCF
Sector FE
Year FE
Observations
Adjusted R square

7.772**
(3.868)
Yes
Yes
479
0.014

Notes. OLS, t-statistic in parentheses. The PER is the price to earnings ratio, calculated at the
median stock price during the year. Sector ﬁxed effects are at the two-digit level. We also control
for ﬁrms’ size. *** p < .01, ** p < .05, * p < .1

and President Mubarak was unexpectedly removed from power, sending the
market value of political connections to his regime to zero. Chekir and Diwan
show that when the market reopened, the twenty-two PCFs which were traded
on the EGX lost on average 13 to 16 percent of their value on account of their political connections.
The question that interests us here is how much of the value that was lost in the
2011 event was due to the pricing premium enjoyed by the PCFs until that date. To
estimate this, the same event study methodology can be adapted to evaluate the
extent to which the value lost by PCFs included a positive market assessment of
bailout guarantees (or growth potential) by including, instead of a dummy variable
to identify the PCFs, their PER as well as its interaction with the PCF dummy, in the
following form:

(2)

CARi ¼ a PERi þ b PCFi PERi þ c Sector þ error

Where: CAR is the cumulative abnormal return starting ﬁve days before the market
closed on 23 January 2011 and ﬁve days after it where reopened on 23 March 2011.
The PERs are taken at the median stock price during the year just before the event date.
The results are shown in table 6. They reveal that stock prices fell more for
PCFs that had a higher PER before the event. This then suggests that these CFs
were traded at a PER premium before the event, and that some of the value that
was lost in the 2011 event was the pricing premium enjoyed by the PCFs until that
date. For the market, the loss in values was then partly driven by the loss of implicit
guarantees, or growth potential, due to the demise of the Mubarak regime.
When valued at the median PCF, the loss on the PER adds up to a decline in the
value of these stocks of about 17.0 percent (–0.019*13). This is a very large eﬀect, of
the same magnitude than the overall market price drop for PCFs in the 2011 event.
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Table 6: Decomposing the 2011 market reaction
Cumulative Abnormal Returns
PCF dummy
PER
PCF*PER
Observations
R-squared

0.187*
(1.59)
5.99e-05
(0.472)
0.0190***
(9.76)
79
0.424

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
Notes: Ordinary least squares with sector ﬁxed effects. t-statistic in parentheses. CAR is the
cumulative abnormal return starting ﬁve days before the market closed on 23 January and ﬁve
days after it reopened on 23 March. The PER is the price to earnings ratio, calculated at the
median stock price during the previous year.

Our educated guess is that much of this loss must have been due to a loss of
bail-out guarantee, rather than to a loss of future growth opportunities, given that
PCFs were already much larger than their competitors by 2011. The collapse of the
PERs of connected ﬁrms after the 2011 uprisings, when these political connections
were severed, is thus a clear indication that PCFs were perceived to be less risky by
the market, which suggests that they were perceived to be guaranteed by the state.

1.6 Conclusion
In Egypt, the bulk of bank loans during 2003–10 went to politically connected ﬁrms.
At the same time, the banking sector was liberalized and recapitalized, and it
increasingly operated around competitive and proﬁt-maximizing principles.
Using a rich corporate dataset, our results demonstrated that PCFs tended to
have slightly higher proﬁtability, but similar levels of riskiness than non-connected
ﬁrms, in spite of the valuable privileges they enjoyed, when these variables are
evaluated using historical data. However, PCFs were perceived to be less risky, as
reﬂected by their higher PERs. In addition, PCFs had a much higher demand for
loans to ﬁnance their extraordinary growth during this period. As a result of this
coincidence between a high demand for funds, and a high supply of funds, by
the end of the period, the PCFs ended up absorbing most of the loans that went
to the private sector.
The case study thus conﬁrms that a competitive banking system may be necessary to fuel a dynamic economy, but it is not suﬃcient. When ﬁrms are perceived
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to possess advantages that non-connected ﬁrms do not have, they are likely to
attract a disproportionate share of credit even in a liberalized capital market,
because their privileges make them more attractive to private banks, either
directly, when these boost their proﬁtability, or indirectly, when these advantages
are perceived by the market to include state insurance against corporate failure.
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